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Johnson Controls provides safer and smarter living with DSC’s iotega
New wireless security & home automation solution offers secure, simple and scalable
premises management

MILWAUKEE – (November 8, 2017) – Johnson Controls announces the immediate availability
of the DSC iotega, its next generation wireless security and automation solution designed to
provide smarter and safer living for homes and small businesses.

With built-in, industry-leading PowerG wireless technology, iotega provides a fully encrypted
security system that elevates homes and businesses to a new level of security while including
remote interactive smart services and allowing new revenue streams for security dealers. It
provides superior reliability with end-to-end 128-bit AES encrypted 2-way sensors and includes
multiple advanced security features such as a built-in siren, 2-way voice, 99 user codes and
Transport Layer Security.

PowerG technology addresses the key requirements for wireless security systems, including
reliability, performance, privacy, minimizing vulnerability, increasing usability and decreasing

maintenance. Discrete in design, iotega includes a vanishing touch keypad, as well as an
optional 7” Wi-Fi enabled touchscreen, wireless keypad arming station and flexible software app
compatibility.

Installations are quick and easily followed via a step-by-step portal. Configuration of devices,
system diagnostics, and upgrades can be handled remotely, reducing truck rolls and enabling
cost effective, yet responsive, customer service. There is also a user-replaceable battery, so
that end-user support and maintenance needs are minimized.

As an intelligent full premises management solution, iotega allows end-users to view cameras,
lock doors, adjust temperature, switch on/off lights and enables a wide range of other home
automation features. These actions can be implemented on demand or by set scenes and
schedules, powered by SecureNet’s easy-to-use app. For installers, the SecureNet platform
offers a comprehensive system management portal and an iOS and Android compatible mobile
app that can be customized for dealer brand enhancement and additional revenue
opportunities. The SecureNet platform is fully integrated with security monitoring stations.

With the demand for all-in-one smart home and business automation growing, end-users are
looking for a solution that meets their needs. As a modular solution, iotega easily scales to
accommodate the full range of home and business lifestyle demands. Customers can start with
the security only package and evolve into full security and automation solution.

iotega supports multiple wired and wireless technologies, including PowerG 2-way encrypted
wireless sensors, Ethernet, WiFi, Z-Wave Plus and cellular (3G and LTE*) upgrade, providing
end-users with flexible options for their home automation network.
“SecureNet’s direct integration with iotega marks an exciting new relationship, creating great
opportunities and new revenue streams for dealers,” said Steve Shapiro, General Manager,
Residential, Commercial and Connected Home Products, Building Technologies & Solutions,
Johnson Controls. “The combination of iotega’s best-in-class security features with SecureNet’s
app provides home and small businesses owners a fast, convenient way to manage and control
what’s important to them by tapping into the latest scalable, secure option for connected
environments.”
"Working with DSC’s iotega team on the launch of their latest security offering is tremendously
exciting for SecureNet. We believe the combination of iotega's new, innovative security and

automation platform, and SecureNet's visionary application will greatly increase consumeradoption of security solutions and smart technology across all our vertical markets", said
Andrew Wilson, CEO, SecureNet.

About Johnson Controls
Johnson Controls is a global diversified technology and multi-industrial leader serving a wide
range of customers in more than 150 countries. Our 120,000 employees create intelligent
buildings, efficient energy solutions, integrated infrastructure and next generation transportation
systems that work seamlessly together to deliver on the promise of smart cities and
communities. Our commitment to sustainability dates back to our roots in 1885, with the
invention of the first electric room thermostat. We are committed to helping our customers win
and creating greater value for all of our stakeholders through strategic focus on our buildings
and energy growth platforms. For additional information, please visit
http://www.johnsoncontrols.com or follow us @johnsoncontrols on Twitter.
About Johnson Controls Building Technologies & Solutions
Johnson Controls Building Technologies & Solutions is making the world safer, smarter and
more sustainable – one building at a time. Our technology portfolio integrates every aspect of a
building – whether security systems, energy management, fire protection or HVACR – to ensure
that we exceed customer expectations at all times. We operate in more than 150 countries
through our unmatched network of branches and distribution channels, helping building owners,
operators, engineers and contractors enhance the full lifecycle of any facility. Our arsenal of
brands includes some of the most trusted names in the industry, such as Tyco®, YORK®,
Metasys®, Ruskin®, Titus®, Frick®, PENN®, Sabroe®, Simplex® and Grinnell®. For more
information, visit www.johnsoncontrols.com or follow @JCI_Buildings on Twitter.
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